Addendum 4  
Solicitation 20-99498  
Construct Riley Road Salt Shed

This addendum serves to notify all bidders of the following changes to the solicitation documents:

Changes to the scope of work are attached.

Please acknowledge receipt of this Addendum by checking the acknowledgment box within the www.bidexpress.com solicitation.

Posted: August 12, 2020
NOTICE TO BIDDERS

The following addendum shall be appended to and shall become a part of the plans and specifications for the Riley Road Salt Shed, Duluth, Minnesota.

This addendum supersedes and supplants all previous reference to similar items.

RW FERN ASSOCIATES INC.

---

**ADDENDUM #4**

1) The City of Duluth will level location for new salt shed to approximate elevation 1218.50 (2’ below finished grade).

   Contractor is to:

   a) Confirm soil compaction complies with requirements of soils report by providing compaction tests at the frequency indicated on pages 9 and 10 of report.

      Compaction tests to be paid for by Contractor.

      If corrective soil work is required at building location, this work will be performed on a negotiated basis.

   b) Provide grading, fill, and compaction to bring floor of tent structure and adjacent grade at swales and aprons to elevations indicated on plan details. Fill to extend 20’ south of new tent structure.

   c) Contractor to provide swale and grading at north and west side of structure to 20’ south of structure. Swale beyond 20’ south of structure by City.

   d) Any extra fill may be piled on site at location determined by City.

2) In addition to building swales in Addendum #3, Contractor is to provide concrete swale at east edge of new apron from south edge of apron north to edge of existing. Swales south of apron are by City.

3) Plan C1.0, Gravel Lot South of New Structure

   Change detail bubble from “1/C1.0” to “2/C1.0”

END OF ADDENDUM